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SuperDiabetic

TYPE 1 DIABETES GETS WAY TOO
OVERCOMPLICATED, MAKING US STRESSED
Type 1 diabetics often fall into the trap of overcomplication. We’re told to
eat specific foods, avoid everything that tastes good, and stick to boring
foods all in the name of glucose control.
Then, we’re told all sorts of baggage about fitness and how we need to
exercise seven days a week just to drop half a pound or get stronger.
Here’s the truth: none of that is correct.
Type 1 diabetes can be controlled and managed easily when you
approach nutrition and fitness with simple but smart strategies that are
easy to follow and don’t frustrate you.
By the end of this short guide, you should be capable of implementing
these strategies into your daily routine. If you want to take your results to
the next level, though, I encourage you to sign up for the 12-Week A1C
Crusher Program.

NUTRITON STRATEGY

#1

There is absolutely no good reason for why a type 1 diabetic can’t enjoy the foods
they like. Type 1 diabetes often gets sucked into the same bracket as type 2
diabetes. With type 2 diabetes, diets are used to reverse the effects of the disease.
Therefore, it makes more sense to have stricter diets.
With type 1, no matter what, you’ll always be diabetic. You don’t have type 1 through
any fault of your own, yet you’re still told to eat low-carb diets and to avoid foods with
sugar.
While eating healthy is always the best route. There’s also nothing wrong with eating
carbohydrates.
It doesn’t mean you should go crazy on carbs, but you definitely don’t need to avoid
them like the plague. In fact, a type 1 diabetic can get themselves to a point where
they can be very relaxed with their total carb intake.
That can be done by increasing your overall insulin sensitivity.

What is Insulin Sensitivty?
Insulin sensitivity is a way to describe how effective each dose of insulin is on your
body. You may have heard the term “insulin resistance” before. Insulin sensitivity and
resistance both address the same thing.
I think of insulin sensitivity and resistance in terms of percentages. Let’s say my insulin
sensitivity level is 90%. It essentially means that for every 1 unit of insulin, only 90% is
effective.
90% is a decent level to be at, but many diabetics fall below 60%. The leading factors
for low sensitivity levels are poor diets, lack of exercise (or ineffective exercise), lack
of sleep, stress, weight gain (in the form of fat), and more.
It sounds tough but increasing your insulin sensitivity is simpler than you think. It starts
with improving your nutrition and understanding how to balance food.

HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR NUTRITION
Spoiler: you don’t need a strict diet. You just need to know what you’re
doing.
Increasing your insulin sensityivity starts with calculating your ideal calorie
intake per day. To maintain your weight, you should eat at what’s called a
maintenance level.
Depending on how active you are, this level may be different, but Super
Diabetic fitness plans calculate your maintenance level as
bodyweight (in pounds) * 15.
So, for someone who weighs 160 pounds, the calculation goes:
160 * 15 = 2400 calories per day.

Weight ______ (Ibs) * 15 = _________ calories per day
The easiest way to start losing weight and increase insulin sensitivity is to
subtract 200-400 calories from your maintenance level. This is where you
enter a “cut” which is where you shave fat off your body but attempt to
maintain muscle through a specific fitness plan.
Getting abs and looking incredibly lean is as simple as eating a specific
number of calories and protein each day. Ideally, you should eat 82% of
your body weight in grams of protein per day. Simply multiply your body
weight by 0.82.
Let’s calculate your ideal protein intake.

Weight ______ (Ibs) * 0.82 = _________ grams of protein

DEALING WITH CARBS
Just calculating calories and protein is sufficient for the average person. But for type 1 diabetics, we
need to calculate our carbs as well.
To lower blood sugar and increase insulin sensitivity, I’ve found that multiplying your bodyweight by
1.3 is the best way to find the specific number of carbs you need to eat each day for optimal control
of diabetes and to begin the process of increasing insulin sensitivity.
Let’s do your calculation now.

Weight ______ (Ibs) * 1.3 = _________ grams of carbs
But what if the weight calculation comes out to something like 340 grams of carbs? That
seems like a lot.
Say someone weighs 200 pounds. Multiplying their weight times 1.3 equals 260 carbs.
I’ve found that the maximum amount of carbs you should eat when attempting to increase
your insulin sensitivity is 250 carbs. Eating beyond 250 makes it harder to manage glucose
and begins to work against your goals.
Therefore, if your carb calculation indicates a target above 250, simply cap yourself at 250.
From there, focusing on eating lean meats and vegetables is the best way to go. However,
I believe in moderation and enjoying a flexible diet. Don’t ever feel like you need to eat dull
foods that make you feel trapped and constricted in life.
Enjoy your meals, but here are a few items that will work against reducing insulin resistance
just so you’re aware:
•
•
•
•

Sweets.
Simple sugars.
Fast food.
Multiple high-carb meals in one day (stick to one for best results).

For more management tips, calculations, and learning how to fill your diet each day, I
recommend joining the 12-Week A1C Crusher Program.

FITNESS STRATEGY

#2

I’ll keep this short and sweet. Weight training is the key to increasing insulin sensitivity. It comes
down to your basal metabolic rate (BMR).

What is the Basal Metabolic Rate?
Your basal metabolic rate is the formal way of saying metabolism. It’s the number of calories you
burn at rest. Depending on your age, your base BMR varies. Generally, the older you are, the lower
it is. However, through proper strength training routines, you can naturally increase your BMR.
How does this happen?
When you do any form of resistance training, your muscle fibers are broken down. To repair your
muscle fibers, the body will direct more energy in the form of calories towards the broken muscles.
As a result, muscle tissues are enlarged and built to be stronger. But, because you continuously
break down these fibers as part of your routine, you lock your body into a constant need for repair.
This means your body requires more calories at rest. Thus, your BMR has increased.
When your BMR is higher, the amount of glucose you burn is also higher. Glucose is delivered
through the body as a form of energy. Logically, if you need more calories, you need more glucose.
As you can expect, as more glucose is burned, the concentration in your bloodstream is lower,
meaning your A1C levels come down and your blood glucose levels are lower. This makes you
significantly healthier and allows you to control type 1 diabetes much more easily.
Strength training also increases your insulin sensitivity. By continuously burning a higher rate of
calories, you’re enabling your body to continue putting downward pressure on your glucose.
So, strength training is key to lowering your blood sugar when paired with an effective nutrition
regimen. How should you train? That’s up to you, but all you really need is three days of 45 minute to
one-hour workouts that focus on three core parts of your body.
For Super Diabetics, Monday is chest day, Wednesday is leg day, and Friday is shoulders, back,
and arms day. These workouts include three types of training styles: reverse pyramid, rep training,
and rest-pause training. Put together and you’re able to maximize your BMR while spending less
time in the gym, but also building the physique of your dreams.
If you want access to the specific exercises that will enhance your ability to lower your A1C and
work against insulin resistance, as well as get you lean and strong, you should join the 12-Week A1C
Crusher Program.

CONCLUSION
Nutrition and fitness are just the first two pillars of type
1 diabetes. There’s also insulin management and mentality.
For a complete step-by-step guide to gaining
complete control of diabetes and living your life free of
constricted diets, ineffective workouts, and consistent
high blood sugar, consider joining the 12-Week A1C
Crusher Program.
For just $199.99, you can get lifetime access to a
program that could change your life with type 1
diabetes.
Get started today!

